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ABSTRACT 
Urinary tract infection is the third most common cause of febrile illness among children. UTI carries a 
considerable morbidity  among  this  vulnerable  age  group  because  of its  potential  complications  (e.g. 
hypertension and  renal  failure)  Because diagnosis of UTI among the pediatric age group is challenging if 
solely based on clinical setting,   knowledge  of the actual prevalence rates of UTI among children is 
essential for pediatricians to determine the cost benefit effect of requesting investigations for suspected 
cases. Infants and children with UTI often present with fever with or without   urinary   symptoms.  During  
assessment  of  a  febrile  child,  pediatricians  should  be aware  of  the prevalence  and risk  factors for  UTI  
in febrile  children  that necessitate  further investigations.  Prevalence of   UTI among children is highly   
variable among different studies and the variability is attributed to multiple factors. This   article aims at 
reviewing the prevalence of UTI in children reported among various literature studies and discussing 
factors   influencing this prevalence. 
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                                                                       INTRODUCTION 

Urinary   tract   infection    (UTI)   is a   significant   health Problem    that commonly affects children. It is estimated to 
be the third most common cause of   fever in children after gastrointestinal infections and respiratory diseases [1-5].UTI 
at this critical and vulnerable age group is associated with considerable  morbidity because it can lead to serious 
complications such  as hypertension,  renal scarring,  and end- stage   renal  failure  Clinically,  children  with acute 
pyelonephritis    often  present with high  fever, abdomen-pelvic   pain,  and  urinary  symptoms  [6-8]. Therefore, further 
investigations are required: to determine the accurate diagnosis and prognosis [9]. The   prevalence   of   UTI   among   
children   is   variable   in literature,   and many   predisposing   factors are known   to increase the   risk of this condition 
among this age group These factors are either intrinsic related to the integrity of the immune system and the urological 
organs, or extrinsic Predisposing   the child to pathogenic organisms. Intrinsic factors   include  immune  deficiency  
states, immunoglobulin  A  levels  in  urine,  and  blood  group antigens types [10]. Extrinsic risk factors include 
constipation, non- circumcision   in   boys, obstructive    uropathy,   and   urolithiasis The aim of this article is to review 
the prevalence of UTI Reported   among children in various literature studies and to discuss the factors that influence the 
prevalence rates among   the pediatric age group [11-13]. 
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Prevalence of Urinary tract infection 
Urinary tract infection is the third most common cause of febrile illness among pediatric age group, and it accounts for 
0.7% of all outpatients’ clinic visits [14]. In Emergency Department, up to 14% of children are admitted due to UTI 
either due to direct infection or indirectly due to its associated complications [15] Knowledge of the exact incidence and 
prevalence of UTI among children is essential for pediatricians because the diagnosis of the diagnosis may be challenging 
on clinical basis, and the incidence and prevalence will determine the cost benefit effect of investigating the condition. 
For instance, if UTI was rare, routine diagnostic testing would not be beneficial, whilst if it was common, pediatricians 
will be justified to use lab and imaging investigations for screening the suspected cases [16]. The prevalence of UTI was, 
therefore, a subject of interest of many researchers. Partly for the difficulty in clinical diagnosis and partly due to the 
grave potential complications associated with pyelonephritis such as hypertension and end-stage renal failure [17] 
Unfortunately, many limitations existed and still exist in estimation of the exact prevalence of UTI among children. First, 
the child or infant cannot communicate or identify the symptoms of UTI and therefore doesn’t seek medical advice except 
when fever, significant abdominal pain, or pyuria occur. Second, definite clinical criteria for confirmation or exclusion of 
UTI are still lacking. Third, most of the literature studies could not differentiate between cystitis and pyelonephritis 
when exploring the UTI prevalence among children. Thus, the reported prevalence rates are considerably variable, 
inconsistent, and poorly representative. Overall, the prevalence of UTI among febrile infants and young children is 
estimated to be approximately 4-7%. [11] However, it varies according to the age, sex, race, nutritional state, the state 
of circumcision, and the other factors as well mentioned in next sections. The prevalence also seems to be increasing over 
time.  

Factors related to urinary tract infection 
Many factors were reported to affect the prevalence of UTI among children. Gender is one of the most common factors 
affecting the UTI prevalence rates. Females were reported to have a higher prevalence rates of UTI in comparison to 
men particularly during the first 12 months of life [18]. The prevalence among females during the first year of life was 
reported to be as high as 13.6% of febrile infants [19].  Later on, the prevalence of UTI among females decreased to 
become equal or slightly lower than male children [20]. The significant difference encountered among both genders may 
be attributed to the different anatomical structure of the urethra between males and females. The straight exposed urethra 
in young female infants is vulnerable to transmitted infection in comparison to the tortious protected urethra of males. 
With age progression, other risk factors may play a role in increased prevalence of UTI among males such as the 
uncircumcision. The circumcision state is the second determining factor for the prevalence of UTI among children. 
Authors reported a significant difference UTI prevalence between circumcised and uncircumcised males. At the age of 3 
months, the prevalence of UTI among uncircumcised boys was reported to be as high as 20.1% of febrile infants, whilst 
rates as low as 0.3% were reported among circumcised boys at the same age This is specifically important for pediatricians 
to consider the necessity to catheterize all uncircumcised male infants below the age of 3 months presenting to their 
offices or hospitals with fever. As regards to the age, the prevalence of UTI was reported to decrease over time with age 
progression in both males and females [18].  The highest prevalence of UTI occurs during the first month of life with 
values ranging from 8.6 to 11.6% [21]. 

CONCLUSION 
UTI is a common condition among infants and young Children.  The prevalence is variable among different 
Studies and is affected by multiple factors. Overall, the average prevalence is about 7% among febrile 
children. Age, sex, race, circumcision state, and nutritional state are the main determinant of UTI among 
children? UTI is more common among females, uncircumcised males, White American children, infants 
below the age of 3Months, and infants with severe malnutrition.  Other Factors that increase the risk for 
UTI include urolithiasis, Bladder dysfunction with incomplete emptying, vesico-Ureteric reflux, 
obstructive uropathy, constipation, and Excessive immunoglobulin a excretion in urine. However, data are 
lacking about the influence of these Factors on the prevalence of UTI among the pediatric age Group. 
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